Ultra-dense, high-performance, supercomputer building block

IBM

p5 575 cluster node

The adage “time is money”
defines today’s supercharged, highperformance economy. Companies
involved in drug design, oil reservoir
modeling, weather forecasting, financial
simulation and business intelligence (BI)
know that wasted time can easily result
in missed opportunities and the loss of
competitive advantage. As a result,
businesses, research laboratories and
academic institutions need state-of-theart, high-performing systems that can

_` p5 575 cluster node

speed discovery, reduce time to market
and farm enterprise data faster—all
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Innovative design minimizes floor space
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The p5-575 cluster node features innovative, elegant design and packaging.
Mounted in a sleek 2U enclosure, the
modular p5-575 allows users to deploy
up to 12 nodes in a single 42U system
frame.
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Software tools facilitate easy cluster
management

The AIX 5L OS also incorporates
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Workload Manager, a resource man-

scalable cluster solution for UNIX or

agement tool that specifies the relative

Linux environments, including the

importance of workloads to balance the
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Enterprise Server 9 (SLES 9) and Red
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Management (CSM) for AIX 5L or Linux
clusters. CSM supports other optional

By supporting the Linux OS, the

cluster software for HPC including:

p5-575 cluster node offers important
cost-saving opportunities. Because
Linux is an open source technology, it is
less expensive to license than many
proprietary operating systems.

●

Parallel Environment (PE) for
AIX 5L—a high function development and execution environment
for parallel message-passing
applications.

●

LoadLeveler®—dynamic job scheduling and workload balancing software supporting thousands of jobs
within the cluster. LoadLeveler is
supported on AIX 5L V5.2, V5.3
and SLES 9.
GPFS—a high-performance, shared
disk file system providing fast data
access to all nodes in a cluster.
GPFS is supported on AIX 5L V5.2,
V5.3 and SLES 9.
ESSL and Parallel ESSL—
mathematical libraries for both
AIX 5L and Linux to enhance performance of serial, parallel and scientific applications. Parallel ESSL
is supported on AIX 5L V5.2, V5.3
and SLES 9, while ESSL is supported on AIX 5L V5.2, V5.3,
SLES 9 and RHEL AS 3.
High Availability Cluster
Multiprocessing (HACMP™) for
AIX 5L—helps provide continuous
access to data and applications
through database or application
failover to a secondary server if the
database or application server fails.
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take advantage of the benefits of hard-

administration and utilization. It also
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processor throughput over single-

cal floor space. The comprehensive set

threaded operation, depending on the

An additional capability of Advanced

of cluster management tools designed

nature of the applications being run on

POWER Virtualization supported by

for the AIX 5L and Linux operating sys-

the partition. Furthermore, with AIX 5L

AIX 5L V5.3 is Partition Load Manager

tems help provide the means to assem-
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even more flexibility with the optionally

partition resource tuning that can adjust

And with easy scalability, the p5-575

available Advanced POWER

CPU and memory allocations in

will be ready to grow with an organiza-

Virtualization, which provides Micro-

response to load demands.

tion’s high-performance requirements.

Partitioning™, shared processor pool
and Virtual I/O capabilities.

p5-575 At a glance
Minimum configuration
Microprocessors
L2 cache
L3 cache
RAM (memory)
Disk bays
Expansion slots
PCI-X adapter support
Standard features
I/O ports

System expansion
RAM
I/O drawer
Expansion slots
Disk bays
Logical partitioning support
IBM Virtualization Engine (optional)

Battery backup

8-way SMP
1.9 GHz POWER5 microprocessor
15.2MB/cluster node
288MB/cluster node
1GB of 266 MHz DDR1
Two hot-swappable Ultra320 disk bays, up to 293.2GB of storage capacity
(73.4/146.8GB 10K rpm or 36.4/73.4GB 15K rpm disk drives available)
Four 133 MHz PCI-X
32- and 64-bit

Two Ultra3 SCSI controllers
I/O node configuration:
● Four 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet ports
● Two HMC ports
● RIO-2 hub port for optional I/O drawer
Compute node configuration:
● Four 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet ports
● Two HMC ports

Up to 256GB DDR1
One—can be shared by two cluster nodes
20 PCI-X via optional I/O drawer
Up to 16 hot-swappable disk bays via optional I/O drawer; up to 1.17TB of additional
storage capacity (36.4GB/73.4GB 15K rpm disk drives available)
Dynamic LPAR*
Micro-Partitioning
Shared processor pool
Virtual LAN
Virtual I/O
Up to six—redundant or non-redundant

* Available with AIX 5L and SLES 9 operating system
** With slim-line doors and populated with 12 p5-575, internal battery backup and one I/O drawer. Weight will vary when disks, adapters and other peripherals
are installed.

p5-575 At a glance
RAS features

Copper, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) microprocessors
IBM Chipkill ECC, bit-steering memory
ECC L2 cache, L3 cache
Hot-swappable disk bays
Hot-plug/blind-swap PCI-X slots
Hot-plug power supplies and cooling fans
Redundant bulk power supply
Dynamic Processor Deallocation
Dynamic deallocation of logical partitions and PCI-X bus slots
Battery backup and redundant battery backup (optional)

Operating systems

AIX 5L Versions 5.2/5.3
Linux
● SUSE LINUX Enterprise Server 9 for POWER (SLES 9) or later
● Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3 for POWER Update 4 (RHEL AS 3) or later

Power requirements

200v to 240v; 380v to 415v; 480v AC

System frame dimensions

79.7"H x 30.9"W x 60.2"D (202.5 cm x 78.5 cm x 153.0 cm); weight: 3,460 lb (1,573 kg) **

Warranty

On site, 8 A.M.—5 P.M. next-business-day for one year

* Available with AIX 5L and SLES 9 operating system
** With slim-line doors and populated with 12 p5-575, internal battery backup and one I/O drawer. Weight will vary when disks, adapters and other peripherals
are installed.

For more information
To learn more about the IBM _`
p5 575 cluster node, contact your
IBM marketing representative or
IBM Business Partner, or visit the
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following Web sites:

●

ibm.com/eserver/pseries

●

ibm.com/servers/aix

●

ibm.com/linux/power

●

ibm.com/common/ssi
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Not supported on AIX 5L V5.2.
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without notice, and represent goals and
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